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About   this   Guide  
The   purpose   of   this   guide   is   to   provide   you   with   a   high   level   overview   of   the   data  
centre   facility   services   available   to   you   from   the   Crown   Hosting   framework  
(RM1069).  
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Key   Facts  
Data   centres   are   specialised   building   facilities   for   information   and   communications  
technology   (ICT),   you   may   know   them   by   other   names   such   as   server   rooms,  
technical   rooms   or   wiring   cupboards.   

Every   organisation   big   or   small   uses   data   centres,   public   cloud   platforms,   the  
internet,   email,   your   business   applications,   all   modern   ICT   is   located   in   them.   

Data   centres   keep   the   electricity   on,   get   rid   of   the   heat   from   the   ICT,   control   the  
humidity   and   physically   secure   the   ICT   and   the   precious   data   it   contains.  

The   data   centres   provided   through   the   Crown   Hosting   framework   are   designed   to  
address   some   problems   with   public   sector   data   centres   in   the   UK;   where   they   are  
too   expensive   to   build   and   maintain,   inefficient,   small,   unreliable   and   insecure.   In  
addition,   the   pace   of   change   in   ICT   is   fast,   public   sector   cannot   afford   the   capital  
expenditure   associated   with   adjusting   its   data   centre   buildings   at   that   pace.  

The   environmental   cost   of   data   centres   is   large,   the    2019   ICT   Sustainable  
Technology   Report    found   that   56%   of   central   government   ICT   electricity   use   was   in  
data   centres.   Analysis   of   data   centres   across   the   EU   found   that   public   sector   data  1

centres   wasted   three   times   the   amount   of   electricity   on   small   inefficient   facilities   than  
was   used   by   the   ICT   itself.   

Here   are   a   few   of   the   reasons   why   Crown   Hosting   is   a   good   choice   for   you:  

● value   for   money,   benchmarked   to   be  
below   market   price.   

● customer’s   on   average   pay   about   ⅓  
of   what   they   were   previously.  

● super   efficient   and   environmentally  
friendly  

● waste   less   than   0.15   of   a   kWh   for  
every   kWh   used   by   the   ICT.  

● low   £/kWh   for   electricity  ● 99.9%   carbon   savings   on   electricity  
actually   consumed.  

● easy   to   come,   easy   to   go  ● pay-for-what   you   use,   terminate   for  
convenience.  

● direct   award   against   a   catalogue  ● simple   contractual   terms,   no-lock-in  

● secure   and   reliable,   SLA   backed  
overseen   by   framework   authority  

● suitable   for   Official,   Secret,   Top  
Secret   or   CNI.   Assurance   from  
CPNI   and   NCSC.  

● hyperscale   size   facilities   with   space  
for   thousands   of   racks  

● aggregation   of   demand   means  
lower   prices   from   related   suppliers  
(e.g.   networks)  

● stepping   stone   to   public   cloud  ● move-in   ready   solutions  

1  EURACA   -   2018:   >80%   of   public   sector   data   centres   are   very   small   (less   than   25   racks)   and   on  
average   3kWh   was   wasted   by   the   facility   for   every   1kWh   used   by   the   ICT..  
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/837733/star-ict-annual-report-2018-2019a.pdf
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What   is   the   Crown   Hosting   Framework?  
 

The   Crown   Hosting   framework   agreement   is   an   EU   compliant   and   regulated   route   to  
market   for   the   public   sector   to   buy   data   centre   services   from   a   Joint   Venture  
company   (Crown   Hosting   Data   Centres   Ltd   (aka   CHDC))   that   is   owned   by   Cabinet  
Office   and   a   private   sector   supplier   of   data   centre   facilities   (Ark   Data   Centres   Ltd).   

 

For   Buyers,   it   is   a   direct   award   agreement   framework   to   a   single   supplier   (CHDC)  
with   a   pre-competed   catalogue   of   products   and   services.   The   aggregated   buying  
power   enables   customers   small   or   large   to   have   the   same   access   to   products   and  
prices.  

 

Termination   for   convenience   is   a   key   requirement   of   the   framework   to   remove   the  
lease   lock-in   experienced   in   previous   contractual   mechanisms   for   data   centre  
facilities.   The   notice   period   to   enact   this   right   is   dependent   on   the   amount   being  
decommissioned,   for   example   1   calendar   month   for   a   single   rack,   3   months   for   the  
equivalent   of   36   racks   and   six   months   for   a   room.  

 

Benchmarking   to   date   has   consistently   found   that   the   prices   charged   by   the   supplier  
are   below   market   rates   and   has   procured   flexibility   of   service   (e.g.   termination   for  
convenience,   at   cost   electricity,   cost+   ancillary   services)   that   are   not   available  
elsewhere   in   the   marketplace.  

 

The   framework   can   be   used   by   the   whole   of   the   UK   public   sector   and   associated  
bodies   and   agencies,   the   voluntary   sector   and/or   charities.   The   OJEU   can   be  
reviewed    here .   Buyers   can   purchase   for   their   own   direct   use   or   for   their   agents   to   to  
provide   them   with   an   ICT   service.  
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https://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:321675-2018:HTML:EN:HTML&tabId=1&tabLang=en


Portfolio   Procurement  
 

Data   centres   are   one   element   of   an   ICT   solution   for   any   organisation.   Organisations  
need   to   buy   the   ICT   that   goes   into   them,   provide   networks   to   connect   to   the   ICT,  
employ   people   or   service   providers   to   look   after   it   and   the   applications   running   on   it.  
As   such   a   data   centre   procurement   will   form   part   of   a   portfolio   of   infrastructure  
purchases   along   with   manpower   or   service   providers   for   consultancy   and   operation  
of   the   ICT.  

Crown   Commercial   Service   has   assembled   a   portfolio   of   framework   agreements   into  
which   Crown   Hosting   fits   and   maintains   an   advisory   service   to   help   customers   on  
their   purchase   journey.  
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How   does   the   framework   work?  

Framework   Agreement  
Crown   Hosting   is   based   on   the   Public   Sector   Contract   (PSC)   and   consists   of   four  
base   components:   Memorandum   of   Agreement,   Schedules,   Call-Off   Agreement   and  
Service   Requests.  

The   Memorandum   of   Agreement   and   the   Schedules   are   Core   Terms   and   do   not  
change,   they   form   part   of   the   framework   are   managed   by   the   Framework   Authority  
and   must   be   used   in   every   agreement   without   change.   

The   Call-Off   Agreement   is   a   signed   document   agreeing   to   the   terms   and   conditions  
of   the   Schedules   and   any   additional   terms   required   by   the   customer   that   do   not  
conflict.  

The   Service   Requests   are   a   contractual   agreement   between   the   Buyer   and   Supplier  
and   detail   a   purchase   and   delivery   of   a   service;   only   at   the   point   of   signature   on   this  
document   is   there   a   commitment   by   a   Buyer   to   buy   a   service.   A   Buyer   may   choose  
to   have   one   or   many   Service   Requests   under   a   given   Call-Off   Agreement.  

Framework   Authority  

The   Framework   Authority   is   a   centralised   team   which   acts   on   behalf   of   the  
community   of   Buyers,   to   be   the   aggregated   voice   to   give   the   same   weight   of   opinion  
to   all   customers   large   or   small.   The   legal   entity   of   the   Framework   Authority   is   the  
Minister   for   the   Cabinet   Office.  

The   Framework   Authority   holds   regular   service   reviews   with   the   supplier   to   ensure  
SLA’s,   but   also   capacity   management,   pipeline   of   business   and   other   operational  
matters.   These   run   alongside   customer   forums   to   deal   with   contractual   matters   such  
as   changes   to   the   Schedules   and   technical   matters.  

The   Framework   Authority   has   responsibility   to   ensure   that   existing   or   new   facilities  
are   fit   for   purpose   and   are   secure,   employing   the   services   of   other   organisations   to  
help   ensure   this   (for   example   NCSC,   CPNI   etc)   and   to   be   consistent   across   a   wide  
customer   base.   Also   to   ensure   that   the   products   are   relevant,   value   for   money  
(through   benchmarking)   and   used   by   customers.  

If   there   were   an   incident   or   event   that   caused   significant   disruption   to   the   data   centre  
service,   the   Framework   Authority   has   responsibility   to   co-ordinate   and   where  
appropriate   escalate   within   government.  
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Within   the   Memorandum   of   Agreement   Buyers   agree   to   pay   a   levy   to   the   Framework  
Authority   that   is   calculated   as   a   percentage   of   the   rental   element   of   their   service  
requests.   This   levy   is   used   to   pay   for   the   costs   of   the   Framework   Authority   and   no  
more   and   the   percentage   can   change   depending   on   the   aggregated   rent   paid   by   all  
the   customers,   so   that   more   rent   results   in   a   lower   percentage   for   all   customers.  

 

Memorandum   of   Agreement  
The    Memorandum   of   Agreement   ("MoA")   with   the   Framework   Authority   provides   a  
mechanism   for   regulating   the   way   in   which   Customers   interact   with   each   other   and  
with   the   Framework   Authority,   to   ensure   the   smooth   operation   of   the   Framework  
Agreement   and   Call-Off   Agreements   for   the   benefit   of   all   Customers   collectively.   A  
signed   MoA   is   a   prerequisite   for   buyers   to   receive   un-redacted   versions   of   the  
Schedules   and   a   Call-Off-Agreement   to   sign.  

 

Schedules  

The   Schedules   consist   of   the   Framework   Agreement   Schedules   and   the   Standard  
Terms   Schedules,   neither   of   which   can   be   changed   by   Buyers   and   are   administered  
by   the   Framework   Authority.  

The   Framework   Agreement   Schedules   set   out   the   terms   and   conditions   of   the  
framework   agreement,   the   requirements   to   be   met   by   the   supplier,   the   catalogue   of  
products   and   their   prices.   Also   the   roles   and   responsibilities   of   the   Supplier   and   the  
Framework   Authority.  

The   Standard   Terms   Schedules   set   out   the   terms   and   conditions   of   service   to   be   met  
by   the   Buyer/Customer   and   the   responsibilities   of   the   Supplier   to   the   Customer.  

Agreement   of   the   Schedules   is   achieved   through   the   signature   of   Buyer/Customer,  
Framework   Authority   and   the   Supplier   on   a   Call-Off   Agreement.   Such   a   tri-partite  
signature   is   not   an   agreement   to   buy   any   service,   but   it   does   give   the   Buyer   an  
18-month   window   to   buy   a   service   from   the   framework   agreement.  

 

Service   Requests  
The   Service   Requests   can   be   one   or   many   and   although   are   legal   documents   are  
designed   to   briefly   set   out   the   technical   requirements   of   the   Buyer,   the   delivery  
timescale   and   price   from   the   Supplier.  

The   catalogue   products   have   set   prices,   no-greater   than   delivery   timescales   with   an  
acceleration   (expedite)   procedure   and   set   SLA’s.   The   Service   Request   document   for  
these   standard   products   is   pre-formed   and   a   Buyer   could   just   enter   the   quantity  
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required   and   submit   it   to   the   Supplier   to   fulfil.   Where   Buyers   are   unsure   of   their   exact  
requirements,   require   help/guidance   or   have   variances   then   they   should   involve   the  
Framework   Authority   or   the   Supplier   to   resolve   the   requirements   and   author   the  
Service   Request   on   the   Buyer’s   behalf.  

A   customer   may   have   one   or   many   Service   Requests   during   their   time   with   Crown  
Hosting,   the   Supplier   has   responsibility   to   track   these   and   on   exit   of   the   customer  
use   these   as   a   basis   for   their   exit;   as   such   Service   Requests   are   used   to   both   order  
services   and   to   track   changes   to   those   services.  
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How   to   buy  
There   are   two   mechanisms   to   procure   from   the   framework;  

● Direct   Award   for   services:  
○ purchase   of   data   centre   facility   services;   and,  
○ from   one   month   up   to   five   years   with   up   to   two,   one   year   extensions.  

● Direct   Agreement   for   property   lease:   
○ change   a   Direct   Award   for   service   under   the   framework   agreement   to   a  

property   lease   with   Ark   Data   Centres   Ltd;  
○ basis   of   the   terms   and   conditions   are   the   same   as   under   the  

framework;   and,  
○ duration   can   be   as   long   or   short   as   a   Buyer   requires.  

Direct   award  

On-catalogue  
Direct   award   from   the   catalogue   offers   OJEU   compliant   purchasing,   without   the   need  
for   Further   Competition   and   as   such   it   is   suitable   to   meet   the   simple   procurement  
needs   for   data   centre   facility   services   with   Crown   Hosting.  

Off-catalogue  
Where   Buyer   requires   variances   to   what   would   be   simple   data   centre   products   or  
ancillary   services   the   framework   provides   for   OJEU   compliant   purchasing.   Of   the  
pricing   mechanisms   available   to   the   Supplier,   cost-plus   from   a   variety   of  
sub-contractors   to   the   supplier   to   establish   value   for   money,   quality   and   timeliness,   is  
the   simplest.  

The   procurement   mechanism   employed   for   direct   award   off-catalogue   can   also   be  
used   for   procurement   of   more   complex   data   centre   facility   or   ancillary   requirements,  
but   only   where   it   does   not   exceed   the   scope   of   the   Prior   Information   Notice   or  
potentially   there   is   a   more   suitable   alternate   framework   agreement.  

Dialogue   with   the   Supplier   is   essential   for   any   off-catalogue   

 

Direct   agreement  
Direct   agreement   is   an   OJEU   compliant   mechanism   designed   to   prevent   a   customer  
from   having   to   move   out   of   a   data   centre   facility   after   the   framework   agreement   has  
come   to   an   end,   or   a   replacement   agreement   has   been   placed   with   an   alternate  
supplier.   A   direct   agreement   is   between   the   Buyer   and   Ark   Data   Centres   Ltd   and   can  
only   be   used   to   supplant   a   service   purchased   using   direct   award.   The   property   lease  
agreements   are   pre-formed   using   the   same   terms   and   conditions   as   the   framework  
agreement,   elements   of   these,   such   as   duration   are   subject   to   negotiation.  
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Contact   us  

Framework   Authority   (Crown   Commercial   Service)  
 

   crownhosting@crowncommercial.gov.uk   

  0345   410222  

https://www.crowncommercial.gov.uk/agreements/RM1069  

 

Supplier  

info@crownhostingdc.co.uk  

0333   207   0703  

https://crownhostingdc.co.uk/  
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